Abstract-This paper researches offline Arabic handwriting recognition. It introduces a new approach to segmentation ligature and open Arabic character based on the structural perspective dealing with sub-words/words, including dots to recognize individual letters. Segmentation approaches that have been integrated into the recognition phase have the capability to deal with ligatures and closed characters issues. This complex problem is due to the cursive writing nature of the Arabic language. This paper also develops an Arabic character algorithm on segmented, pixel based and centre reign (CR) to recognize the letters. The evaluation results are stated in the IFN/ENIT and IAM database which indicate the recognition rate and the effectiveness of our system.
I. INTRODUCTION
The Arabic language is one of the world"s main languages with over 240 million native speakers in various Arab countries. It also holds a huge influence on ethnic heritage and exactions of the major languages in non-Arab countries such as the Chad and the Central African Republic. It is also a minority Arabic language used in different countries including Afghanistan, Nigeria and Iran. Referring to 1974, the Arabic language was a dominant spoken language in addition to the six main languages listed by the United Nations as official languages side by side with English, Chinese, Spanish, Arabic, French, Russian [1] . With over 1.6 billion Muslims around the globe such as Indonesia, Malaysia, Pakistan, India and Tanzania, the Arabic language is a second language in liturgical and intellectual fields. This drives the demand for learning to read and use Arabic.
The introduction of novel broadcasting information, tools, and media in the last two decades has increased the demand for comprehensive Arabic, managing data and understanding the information captured by various devices. The recent development in social media and the Internet has produced an overwhelming stream of data in both structured and unstructured formats [2] . One pertinent information type is images. The principal role is to handle the Arabic language by extracting texts from images. However, variance in writings was stored as complex patterns and emerge as pictures or video. For a general text recognition system, the researchers have been able to develop many text recognition systems [3] with high recognition rates such as offline Arabic handwriting and it deals with segmentation characters. The handwriting recognition systems are commonly used to comprehend text from images. Early work began by applying conventional Optical Character Recognition (OCR) techniques, and the results are passed to special search engines to search for words [4] . Unfortunately, the research is still at the early stage and facing many challenges [5] . There are several efforts to address Arabic handwritten word recognition for using certain classifiers such as Support Vector Machines (SVM), HMM and Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) [6] , Transparent Neural Networks [7] and Neural Networks (NN). Mohammad and Sabri introduced a recognition system for Arabic handwriting using a syntactic and structural pattern attributes. The work has attempted different slant angles of various components of single text line where highlighted. Moreover, they invented, "novel design segmentation algorithm which is integrated into the recognition phase" [7] .
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. Section 2 presents the related definitions and characteristics of the Arabic language. Section 3 provides an overview of the recognition system. Section 4 proposes an extraction system based on segmentation region; Section 6 provides some directions for future works in this research domain.
II. RELATED WORK
This section reviews studies that focus on different state-ofthe-art techniques and approaches for image segmentation and recognition processes that deal with the Arabic characters. This is to provide a concise summary of the research that has already been done in the field. Segmentation is where sub-methods deals with only pattern image recognition. The approaches applied for Arabic handwriting include overlapping, close characters issues composite character and touching character. Each of these methods deals with Arabic text line, starting with digitisation, noise removal, skew detection, and correction are required in the preprocessing stage. To recognise text in an image, there is high demand for segmentation; the whole text is converted into lines text and then single words. It is then converted into individual characters by performing the vertical, horizontal projection [8] . Unfortunately, research"s is still immature and facing different challenges [5] . For example, developing Arabic OCR systems is a difficult task because of three reasons. Firstly, the Arabic cursive is printed from the right side to left side [3] . Secondly, the Arabic characters have different shapes, which can change according to whether the alphabet shape is connected from the beginning to the middle and from the middle to the end. Lastly, the Arabic script has diverse Arabic fonts on printing machines and recognition systems. This may suggest that a specific approach designed for Arabic writing recognition should be established. 
Arabic Characters Orthography and pronunciation
The Arabic language is like the Latin language with alphabets named Hourouf-)‫صشٚف‬possesses 28 characters), but it has a unique Morphological form. It has its own specific language orthography and morphology of charters. Each character has two to four different shapes, and the selection of shapes depends on connecting characters within several words or sub-words. The shapes correspond to the positions. Namely, the single alphabets that can be changed according to it is connectivity from "the beginning" to" the middle" and from "the middle to the end" (sub-) words and in isolation of (sub-) words. Table 1 shows each single pattern. The shape can be changed according to its sides and attached to its neighboring sides on each one and is connected to its neighbourhood on each news. Several characters have an initial or middle changing shapes. They are simply written only at the end of (sub-) words.
the process of arabic cursive recognition system based on extraction features
Illustrating the comprehensive study based on image recognition system, our discussion is to give a clear picture for each sequence step in recognising features from input source to final stage crossing, preprocessing, segmentation, classification, and reporting case studies on recognition rate using different comparisons between Arabic character recognition systems. This section is split into two portions. The first character deals with a pre-processing stage that integrates images into their processing levels.
Classification Pattern Recognition Processes Using Approaches
Recognition processes are split into different classes. Each category is spread through step sequences. To better comprehend their characteristics, numerous classes of recognition processes are used. This classification is important because large-scale resources can be used and extracted in the recognition stage. The categorisation is founded on five aspects, namely, (i) pre-segmentation, (ii) segmentation, (iii) feature extraction, and (IV) and (v) post-processing approaches. Fig1 shows main recognition steps for Arabic recognition systems.
(1) Segmentation refers to splitting images, detecting the contour of each word, and classify it into sub-words collected via single processing [9, 10] . The second signal views the changes in the system states in sequential order. This analysis makes detections of local least of the upper contour in a structured format. Most classical segmentation approaches are generated by using OCR based on separate horizontally overlapping Arabic word/sub-word separation [11] . (2) Feature extraction refers to the combination of comprehensive approaches to character recognition and character segmentation, such as contour tracing, contour analysis, and sub-word detection [12, 13] 
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The following representation is proposed on the basis of the above-mentioned designations and statement in the analysis of image recognition. The image identification system is a set of techniques and approaches depending on their technologies required for each footprint in the flow chart sequence with some addition, such as machine learning largely hidden values from specific datasets that require varied and complex cursive writing.
Pre-segmentation Segmentation
Features extraction Classification Fig.1 . Diagram of the four main recognition steps for Arabic recognition systems.
III. PROPOSED APPROACH
After the preprocessing stage, the binarization of the image into small modules is performed by splitting the image into specific text lines. This segmentation is done via vertical and horizontal projection of pixels where a profile projection is an overlooking histogram with the cumulative quantity of black pixels within the same line. Through consecutive dual summits in the horizontal profile, the boundary text can be performed between two projection text lines.
The recognition, ligatures and close character are investigated to segment closed characters. Using, foreground pixels defined as sum of pixels in each column within thinned word image, the sum of columns were considered as word. The segmentation is based on pixel value of centre reign (CR) where count start is 1 or 0. This preliminary phase is useful to trace alphabets boundaries by alphabets then recognise the whole word. Arabic character segmentation has its own specification which led to more effort to solve the complexity faced in ligature and overlapping. In the ligatures/union of characters, segmentation is performed using deference character as template matching to recognise letters. However, the segmentation of open characters (loop/semi-loop) cannot distinguish characteristics in segmentation steps due to the presence of within-letterligatures. Therefore, additional features are required for holder and truing. A natural network is needed to deal with the problem of segmentation and to detect precise character boundaries.
First of all, ligatures segmentation is done by a middling centre of gravity (CR) of the character before taking the alphabet which is calculated by minimum distance less than a specified threshold to merge them into one segmentation column. The threshold is the minimum horizontal distance between successive CR that could not accommodate a character and re-sets the value to re-experimental loops. This phase ensures valid ligature segmentation.
For Few datasets have strong association related to this issue such as the IFN/ENIT database [14] .
IV. EVALUATION AND ANALYSIS
Recognition based on segment ligatures and open characters including segmentation region has given accuracy results of over 98% recognition rate as displayed in Tables 2 which has been tested for different handwriting datasets IFN/ENITdatabase Arabic OCR handwritten [14] with 2% oversegmentation. The measurement segmentation performance tests for each experiment test targets the contained open Arabic letters ‫س,ي(‬ ‫)ْ.ة.ق‬ and the results are presented in Table  2 . The Column was named "Quasi" and quasi-word i.e. (a word that comprises poorer character or noise). With typical deviation confirmation, the quantity of quasi-word and oversegmentation is abridged momentously. However, it should be noted that average deviation verification is complete by removing and distinguish characters within the baseline. Thus, this approach is disposed to open characters segmentation. In both tests, the segmentation is not initiated but if we loop it, vivification segmentation will increase the rate. By repeating the verification process only twice, segmentation is increased by 2%. Word segmentation performance with incorporation standard deviation verification is 93.9%. The classification phase has accurateness of 82% via cross validation. 
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This accuracy is reached by using 24 features for generating the decision tree and using the normal and bold image of the letter as the training set. The key factor for performing a good recognition body for segmentation characters is to split all letters into sub-classes which is ten similar letter morphology forms and eight classes representing different shapes. This classification helps to increase the recognition rate by reducing mismatching and error recognition. This produced accuracy over 82%. Before modelling this classification, we had very poor results with only 46% accuracy. This increased to 79% after incorporating interest point features and a number of the loop such as the letter ‫.)ي(‬ This increased to 82% after compressing the amount of target class into 23 letter shapes. This main body-classes squeezing is done by connection similar linked letter procedures from a letter into one class. For illustration, ‫رـ‬ and ‫ـزـ‬ have two classes before compressing but joined into one class after compressing.
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V. COMPARATIVE STUDY
The comparative results uses different related systems and Benchmarking IFN/ENIT as a database. This is a database of handwritten Tunisian city names. It is divided into type of model and recognition rate. Our proposal model gives better accuracy results with over 98% recognition rate for overlapping and open letters compared with existing methods that used the CEDAR dataset for 95.27% accuracy and using IAMdataset to produce 85.36% accuracy.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper begins with a study of the Arabic language, including its recognition challenges, methods applied for letter recognition in general description, morphology and orthography. It compared several methods for classifying data as used by the different recognition systems. The paper proposed a new algorithm for dealing with ligatures and open characters in Arabic text. Different resources were applied to extract a character from a features format to readable text. The aim is to improve the Arabic recognition system in the pattern recognition field (APR), and its influences in both speech recognition and natural language applied in Arabic. In the future, we are planning to carry out an experiment and propose a model can test various documents as parameters including Othman script as written in rhe Holy Quran. The model will also be tested using different module image size, after a number of generations and training data to determine the letters and to reduce the computational duration time.
